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Sikhism 

Sikhism means EQUALITY PEACE             

LOVE RESPECT.  The Sikh values are  
common sense and Sikhs try to practice 
those values today. 
 

Sikhism was founded by 10 Gurus (spiritual 
leaders). The first of  these was Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji who preached:       
 

Message of  Love, See Good in All, Be Equal, 
Remembering God’s Name (Waheguru)                                                                          
 

The nine Guru’s who followed added the 
preachings to:                          
 

Maintain good health: physically and       
mentally, and Selfless Service - Langar 
(Community Kitchen where free food is 
served to all)              
 

The tenth Guru,  Guru Gobind Singh Ji, 
gave Sikhs their identity and formed the 
Khalsa. 
 

Sikhs are baptised by taking Amrit (holy    
water) and following (Rehat)  the Sikh Code 
of  Conduct, (contained within the Holy 
Scriptures written by the Gurus) by taking a 
Sikh name: Singh for men (which means 
Lion) and Kaur for women (which means 
Princess); and wearing the 5K’s. 
 

Kesh (Unshorn Hair) 
The hair is kept tidy and protected by     
keeping it covered by turban or chunni 
(scarf). 
 

Kanga (Wooden Comb) 
The comb is used to keep hair tidy and to   
remind Sikhs to comb out the 5 Sins from 
the mind through meditation and prayer. 
 

Kara (Iron or Steel Bangle) 
The bracelet reminds Sikhs not to do       
anything that brings shame to them.  It also 
reminds Sikhs that God is infinite - nobody 
knows his limits.               
 

Kachera (Shorts) 
Shorts provide increased agility and flexibility 
during action and freedom of  movement at 
all times. It is also a symbol of  chastity and 
reminds a Sikh to stay true to their partner. 
 

Kirpan (Dagger) 
The Kirpan is a personal dagger that       
symbolises dignity and the Sikh struggle 
against injustice. Whenever one uses the   
Kirpan it should remind them to be merciful 
and  humble and not use the Kirpan as a 
weapon, but as a very last means of  defence 
to protect oneself  or to   defend the weak. 
 

The daily Routine for a Sikh is to wake up 
early before dawn, bathe, meditate on the 
name of  God, recite five compositions, 
Banis (hymns),  evening prayers and regularly 
attend the Gurdwara. 
 

A Gurdwara  means abode of  the Guru, the 
holy Granth Sahib Ji.  It is the centre of   
spirtial activity and where prayers, ceremonies 
and festivals take place. Outside every   
Gurdwara is a high flag covered with saffron 
cloth, with a khanda (double edged sword). 
 

Young people attend the Gurdwara regularly 
and take part in the festivals and also learn 
about our faith through Sikhi Camps,     
Workshops, Kirtan Classes and Punjabi 
School. 
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I tell my children, 
live with harmony, 
learn about others.  
 

Be confident in 
yourself  and you 
can do whatever 
you want to do.  
 

Ranjeet Singh Grewal  


